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Introduction
Cyber threats are increasingly becoming a huge issue in
the digital world. Malicious entities find various ways to
access sensitive companies’ or individual data. Data
breaches, phishing, social engineering, malware,
ransomware, and many more threats are evolving rapidly
and becoming more dangerous every year.

Understanding the seriousness of cyber threats and taking action to fight against
them is a massive step toward a safer digital environment. One of the cybersecurity
practices that modern companies use to avoid potential dangers is threat
intelligence. Threat intelligence enables businesses to make faster and
data-backed security decisions and be proactive in the fight against threat actors.
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Introduction to threat
intelligence
Threat intelligence is a key to being aware of what is happening in the
cybersecurity landscape. The more companies know about potential threats, cyber
criminals' capabilities, motives, and goals, the better businesses are equipped to
defend their property and data. Threat intelligence helps organizations
automatically receive data about cyber threats and prepare action plans and
possible scenarios upon all this information.

Why is threat intelligence important?
Prioritize security actions
Having up-to-date threat data can help businesses ensure that their
security actions are prioritized as effectively as possible.
Predict possible scenarios
Understanding the methods and goals of malicious entities can help
companies predict possible cyberattack scenarios. This can help
track down cyber criminals and fight against them.
Train security teams
Companies can use threat intelligence to train their security teams
and grow their expertise. Businesses can also use it for the creation of
more robust tools to protect sensitive data and systems.

The process of threat intelligence
An effective threat intelligence process consists of five steps. This process is called
the threat intelligence cycle. Each of the steps is important for successful
preparation for cyber attacks.
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Planning & Direction
This is the first step where companies set goals for what information they need and
what property they want to protect. This step requires to determine and understand:
• What information and processes need to be protected
• What are the potential impacts of cyber threats among this information or
processes
• What information about malicious entities is required to protect business and
respond to threats.
Once these questions are answered, companies can set goals and requirements of
what is important to understand from the whole threat intelligence process.

Collection & Processing
Collection & processing is the step when cybersecurity companies collect data that
meets their customers' requirements and process this information for later analysis.
The sources of collected information may include:
• Interviews with knowledgeable sources
• Scraping public data from open-source news and blogs
• Gathering data from various websites and forums, infiltrating to closed sources
(e.g., dark web forums).
Cybersecurity companies do in-depth research to provide fresh, real-time,
and valuable information about potential threats for their customers.
Processing collected information into a usable format speeds up the analysis
process. Of course, different data collection methods require different processing.

Analysis
This is a step where processed information is analyzed to determine potential cyber
threats for organizations’ digital weaknesses that need to be protected. It is a
manual process, usually performed by analysts or cybersecurity specialists. They
typically provide continual technical reporting with external context around
malicious actors, threat trends, etc.

Dissemination
This step involves providing analyzed threat data for organizations that can benefit
from it. It is crucial to choose reliable distribution channels. Most cybersecurity
companies build their own threat intelligence distribution platforms, also called
threat intelligence feeds. They usually provide the required threat information in
real-time and send alerts when threats are discovered.

Feedback
The final step of the threat intelligence lifecycle is collecting feedback on the
provided report to determine what adjustments need to be made for future threat
intelligence operations.

The importance of data acquisition for threat intelligence
As mentioned above, cybersecurity companies distribute data to their clients,
collected from various sources, through threat intelligence feeds. Most feeds focus
on one area of interest about threats.
The most crucial part is that these feeds stream collected data in real-time.
When cyber threats are detected, the information is instantly streamed to
clients.
Time is essential because the primary goal is to become aware of threats and
defend against cyber attacks before they happen. To monitor a vast amount of
information and collect data in real time, cybersecurity professionals choose
automated data acquisition techniques, such as web scraping.

Web scraping process
explained
Building a web scraping tool is not difficult for experienced developers. There are at
least several languages that have easily accessible libraries to make building data
extraction scripts easier. On the other hand, maintaining a constant flow of
information is a challenging task. Most websites have built algorithms to detect
bot-like activity.

Step-by-step web scraping process
To clearly understand how web scraping works, explaining the basic steps of web
scraping is crucial. There are the three main steps:
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1. Sending requests to targeted websites. Web scraping tools (also called web
scrapers) are making HTTP requests, such as GET and POST to the target websites
for the contents of a specific URL.

2.

Extracting required data. Requested web servers return the data in the HTML
format. However, you might need to extract specific information from the HTML
file. In this case, web scrapers parse the data according to the requirements.

3.

Storing scraped data. This is the final step of the whole web scraping process.
The required data needs to be stored in CSV, JSON formats, or in any database
for further usage.

Data acquisition challenges

Data acquisition for threat intelligence is a challenging task that requires a lot of
resources. Cybersecurity companies mostly face these issues: gathering real-time
information, large-scale operations, multiple targets, and maintaining anonymity.

Gathering real-time information

Cybersecurity companies have to ensure quality real-time data without any errors.
However, as mentioned above, maintaining a constant flow of information is still
challenging because various errors (e.g., continuous IP blocks) can interfere with
the real-time data flow.

Large-scale operations

To collect and provide threat data for their clients, cybersecurity companies have to
go through many websites and gather vast amounts of data. Their tools must be
capable of processing huge amounts of information quickly and efficiently.

Multiple targets
Cybersecurity companies need to observe and scan diverse targets, such as
various websites, forums, professional communities, and even the dark web. Every
website has its structure and security measures, so collecting publicly available
data will require additional expertise.

Anonymity
When security measures are targeted against cyber criminals, it is essential to
maintain anonymity. Otherwise, malicious entities fight against cybersecurity
companies, and they can prevent any actions against them. If cyber criminals track
down that their activity is watched and somebody is collecting data about their
methods, goals, or plans, they immediately hide their activity. 


Data acquisition solution for
threat intelligence
Cybersecurity companies usually invest in their own in-house solution that gathers
data from the required web targets. In this case, Datacenter Proxies are just a cherry
on top to ensure smooth data gathering processes

Datacenter proxies for threat intelligence data
acquisition
For those, who decide to build an in-house web scraping solution, here are the
main benefits of Oxylabs Datacenter Proxies:

Unlimited 

scalability
2M+ datacenter IPs around
the world ensure unlimited
scalability for data collection
tasks.

Unlocking
geo-restricted content
Datacenter proxies with a
large location pool allow
companies to monitor the web
for potential threats globally.

Anonymity
Datacenter Proxies ensure
anonymity, meaning that it is
harder for malicious entities to
detect cybersecurity compani

Exceptional
performance
Datacenter Proxies are not
dependent on IP address
hosts. This gives Datacenter
Proxies features such as
exceptional performance,
speed, and high uptime.

NOTE: It is important to note that these proxies need to be consistently rotated in order to
avoid bot detection algorithms.

Want to Know More?
If you would like to know more about any of
the topics mentioned in this white paper or
learn about our products, please get in
touch! Our team is ready to answer any of
your questions and offer you the best solution
for your business needs.
Get in touch with Oxylabs

Our Mission

Our Values

Our mission is to share all the
know-how that we collected over
the years in the industry in order
to create the future where big
data is accessible to all
businesses. We seek to create a
healthy environment for everyone
to grow and thrive in.

As a leading company in the
proxy and web scraping industry,
we ensure that the highest
standards of business ethics lead
all our operations. Our core
values guide us toward achieving
our mission. Learn more

